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Abstract: In this paper we describe 4-dimensional gravity coupled to scalar and Maxwell
elds by the Einstein-Katz action, that is, the covariant version of the \Gamma-Gamma  
Gamma-Gamma" part of the Hilbert action supplemented by the divergence of a general-
ized \Katz vector". We consider static solutions of Einstein's equations, parametrized by
some integration constants, which describe an ensemble of asymptotically AdS black holes.
Instead of the usual Dirichlet boundary conditions, which aim at singling out a specic
solution within the ensemble, we impose that the variation of the action vanishes on shell
for the broadest possible class of solutions. We will see that, when a long-range scalar
\hair" is present, only sub-families of the solutions can obey that criterion. The Katz-
Bicak-Lynden-Bell (\KBL") superpotential built on this (generalized) vector will then give
straightforwardly the Noether charges associated with the spacetime symmetries (that is,
in the static case, the mass). Computing the action on shell, we will see next that the
solutions which obey the imposed variational principle, and with Noether charges given
by the KBL superpotential, satisfy the Gibbs relation, the Katz vectors playing the role
of \counterterms". Finally, we show on the specic example of dyonic black holes that
the sub-class selected by our variational principle satises the rst law of thermodynamics
when their mass is dened by the KBL superpotential.
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1 The Einstein-Katz action coupled to scalar and Maxwell elds
Let us consider the following (\Einstein frame") action I, functional of the elds g(x),
A(x






























Here   8 (we have set G = c = 1); ` has the dimension of a length; d4x  dt dr d d';
R is the scalar curvature of the metric g , with inverse g
 , determinant g and signature
( ;+;+;+); (@)2  @@  g@@; F 2  FF with F  @A   @A.
To keep our presentation simple, we will assume (for reasons explained later) that the
expansions for small  of the potential U() and the coupling function A() are
U() =  6  2 +O(4) ; A() = 1 +O() : (1.2)
In the second term of (1.1) g and R =  12` 2 are the metric and scalar curvature of
a regularizing anti-de Sitter (AdS) background and all overlined quantities are built with
g . That background is chosen in order that the total action vanishes for a global AdS
spacetime, that is when g = g ,  = 0, A = 0.
The last term is the integral of a divergence and will not contribute to the eld equa-
tions (a hat means multiplication by
p g as in k^  p g k); kK is the \Katz vector"
(see [1] and, e.g., [2], for short reviews of its virtues):





















 being respectively the Christoel symbols associated to the dynamical metric
g and the background AdS metric g . Again, this vector vanishes when g = g .
1
The divergence of the vector kS is a new, \scalar", contribution to the action:
kS  f()@ (1.4)




(1 + C) (1.5)
with C a dimensionless constant (which may depend on the parameters entering the po-
tential U()).2
2 The conditions for an extremal action















where G is the Einstein tensor, where T is the stress-energy tensor of the scalar and
Maxwell elds,
















V^ (g)  g^  g^ + f@ g^ : (2.3)
(The role of the Katz-vector kK is to eliminate all terms in (@g) generated by the
variation of R, see [1].)




























+ fg^(@) : (2.4)
1The gravity part of the action can be rewritten as (see, e.g. [2])Z




  ) + (g^   g^) R ] ;
hence its name \Einstein-Katz" action. The Katz vector is closely related to the Gibbons-Hawking-York
boundary term: in Gaussian normal coordinates where the metric reads ds2 = dw2 + ijdx
idxj with  the
determinant of the induced metric ij , the GHY boundary term is 2
R
K
pjjd3x where K  ijKij is the
trace of the extrinsic curvature Kij =
1
2












2Other divergences of vectors involving A can be added to the Lagrangian, such as @(B()F^
A);



























(A) =  A()F^A :
(2.5)
As a rst condition to extremize the action, we impose that the elds obey the Einstein,












F 2 = 0 ; D (A()F
) = 0 ; (2.6)
(the Klein-Gordon equation, say, following from the others thanks to the Bianchi identity).
A second condition to guarantee that the variation of the action vanishes is that the
vector densities V^  be zero on the boundary, which is composed of 2 spacelike hypersurfaces
1 and 2 (whose equations, in adapted coordinates, are x
0 = t1 and x
0 = t2, with
t2   t1 = ), together with a timelike cylinder formed by the piling of the 2-spheres at
innity with equations x0 = const, x1 = r !1.
A way to implement that is to impose Dirichlet conditions, that is that the elds are
xed on the boundary a priori: g = 0,  = 0 and A = 0 on the boundary. As in
point-mechanics, such conditions are aimed at selecting a particular solution of the eld
equations, that is at xing to arbitrary, but specic, values its integration constants (to
wit the mass and charge parameters which play the role of initial and nal \positions"). If
such Dirichlet conditions are imposed, then the function f() which appears in V^ () in (2.4)
must be absent and the boundary term in the action (1.1) then reduces to the Katz-vector.
Those are not the conditions we will choose here. Since, rather than specic, we want
to consider families of (black hole) solutions in order to study their thermodynamics we




(A) vanish on the boundary when
evaluated on shell, that is upon variation of the integration constants that characterize the
solutions (their mass, possibly angular momentum, gauge and scalar parameters).
As we shall see below in the case of static, asymptotically AdS, \hairy" black holes,
the introduction of these Katz vectors together with the proposed variational principle
will simplify some calculations and may shed a new light on the thermodynamics of AdS
black holes.
3 Constraints on static, spherically symmetric and asymptotically AdS
solutions imposed by the variational principle
Consider a static and spherically symmetric conguration of the elds. In Schwarzschild-
Droste coordinates, the metric and elds read:
ds2 =  h(r) dt2 + dr
2
~h(r)
+ r2(d2 + sin2 d'2); (3.1)
 = (r) and A = ( V (r); 0; 0; 4P cos ) ; (3.2)
(where the A component of A, with P a constant with dimension of a length, allows for










































and the t-t, together with the dierence between the t-t and r-r components of Einstein's


























Suppose now that A() = 1+O() and U() =  6 2+O(4), as assumed in (1.2).3
Solving iteratively the system (3.3){(3.4), one nds that the solution behaves asymptot-
ically as, see, e.g., [7] (the Coulomb potential V (r) is dened up to a constant which is







+O(1=r3) ; V (r) = 4Q
r
+O(1=r2) (3.5)
h(r) = ` 2r2 + 1  2mg
r







and mi = mg   12
3`2
: (3.7)
Once the coupling function A() and the potential U() are explicitly given, all subsequent
coecients in the 1=r expansion of the metric, as well as of the scalar and Maxwell elds,
can be expressed in function of the 5 integration constants, 1, 2, mg, together with
the magnetic and electric charges P and Q. (Of course, specic black hole solutions may
depend on fewer parameters, as we shall see in section VI.)
The solution (3.5){(3.6){(3.7) of the eld equations will extremize the action if the




(A), dened in (2.1){(2.4){(2.5), vanish on the bound-
ary (their t,  and ' components are zero because the solution is static and spherically
symmetric.)
To evaluate V^ r(g) we write the AdS background metric in the same, Schwarzschild-
Droste, coordinates, that is:
ds2 =  h(r)dt2 + dr
2
~h(r)
+ r2(d2 + sin2 d2) with h =
~h = ` 2r2 + 1 : (3.8)
To evaluate V^ r(), we take the following ansatz for f():
f() = A+B+ C
2
2
   (3.9)
3A generic behaviour of the scalar potential, U() =  6 + 22 + 3 +    , changes the fall-o of the

















where the constants A, B and C will be chosen in order that V^ r(g) and V^
r
() vanish on the
boundary. (The Maxwellian boundary term, V^ r(A), turns out to vanish at spatial innity
because F tr =  F rt =h contains the extra factor h 1 = O(1=r2) as compared to @r.)
The calculation of V^ r(g) and V^
r

























h =   2mg
r










(Of course  and ` are not varied as they are \universal" constants entering the action.)
The result is | using (3.5) and (3.6) but without the need to impose (3.7):
V^ r(g) =  A1+O(1=r) ; (3.13)
V^ r() = r
2 ` 2A1 + r ` 2(2A2 + 11(2B   1)) +O(1) : (3.14)
We hence rst recover from (3.13) the well-known result that, in the absence of scalar eld
(and thus in the absence of f), the variation of the action on shell is zero 8 m (and 8 Q
and P ). To ensure now that V^ r(g) and V^
r
() vanish at spatial innity for the largest possible
family of solutions, i.e. when neither 1 nor 2 are given a priori (or, else, when neither
1 nor 2 are imposed to be a priori zero \a la" Dirichlet), we must have:





(1 + C) +O(3) ; (3.15)
where C is an arbitrary constant,
(ii) and, these conditions being fullled, we must have, second, that the O(1)-term of
V^ r(), which reduces then to




12   (2   3C21)1

+O(1=r) ; (3.16)
vanishes as well at spatial innity, V^ r() = 0, which implies that 1 and 2 cannot in
fact be entirely free but must be related as
2 =  3C21 +D`1 (3.17)
where D is another arbitrary number.


















The numbers C and D are to be seen as \universal", that is determined by the theory,
and not, contrarily to 1, mg, P or Q, by its solutions. They do not have the same status
however: C enters the action through the boundary term kS = f()@
, and should be
put on the same footing as  and `, whereas D does not. One may therefore argue that
D must be taken to be zero, in which case the scalar eld asymptotic behaviour preserves
the AdS symmetry, see e.g. [3] or [8].
As is well known, scalar elds saturating the Breitenlohner-Freedman bound, 2 
 9=4 (see footnote 4), ensure the linear stability of AdS when 1 = 0 [9, 10]. When
1 6= 0 a detailed analysis shows that the condition for linear stability, in the case when
the scalar eld mass is 2 =  2, is 1` d2d1 j1=0  2=. Hence D is constrained by stability
as D   2= [11].
To summarize, by introducing an adequate function f , we have built an action whose
variation is zero on shell for the broadest possible family of solutions. The fact that this
family has to be restricted by the constraint (3.17) is the rst result of this paper.
4 Mass as a Noether charge
The Katz-Bicak-Lynden-Bell superpotential is the \covariantization" of Freud's superpo-
tential and hence is based on a covariantization of Einstein's pseudo-tensor, see [1] and [2]
or [12]. That Lagrangian denition of Noether charges has been successfully applied to
various spacetimes over the years, including D-dimensional, rotating, asymptotically at
or AdS black hole solutions of pure Einstein or Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet equations, see [13{
16]; for a comparison with other approaches and, in particular, the Ashtekar-Magon-Das
denition of the mass, see [17].
If the gravity theory is Einstein's, the following identity, see e.g. [13], is obtained
by exploiting the invariance under dieomorphisms x ! x +  of the action Ig =R
d4x(R^  ^R) + R d4x @(p g k) (matter elds do not play any role):Z
d4x @J^
[]  0 where J^ [] = D[^] D[^]+[k^] with k = kK+kS : (4.1)
The \superpotential" J [] was rst introduced by Katz in the case of a at background,
see [1], and then extended by Katz, Bicak and Lynden-Bell to an arbitrary background
in [2] and thus is usually called the \KBL superpotential", see also [12]; brackets denote
antisymmetrization (e.g. [k]  (k   k)=2); the overline over D[^] means that it




S are given in (1.3) and (1.4).
One recognizes in the rst two terms half of the (regularized) Komar superpotential. The
role of the Katz vector kK is, in particular, to correct the \anomalous factor 2" of Komar's
formulae, see [1]. The contribution of the vector kS is new, and due to the presence of a
long-range scalar eld.






d d J^ [0r] = Const: (4.2)

















If one is interested in dening the mass M ,  is taken to be the Killing vector for time
translations,  = (1; 0; 0; 0), and the constant is identied with  M .
Consider now the asymptotically AdS congurations (3.5) and (3.6) for the elds and













Imposing now that (i) the conguration (3.5){(3.6) indeed solves Einstein's equation, that
is, imposing conditions (3.7), and (ii) that the solution extremizes the action, that is,
imposing condition (3.17), then yields




Hence, the mass of the solutions of the eld equations which extremize the action is given
by (4.4). When D 6= 0 that extends the results obtained in ref [8]. The expression (4.4)
for the mass of asymptotically AdS hairy black holes is the second result of this paper.
5 Euclidean action and Gibbs' relation
The value of the action on shell plays an important role in the study of black hole thermo-
dynamics. We compute it here and show that it can be identied to a Gibbs potential, the
Katz vectors playing the role of the counterterms introduced in [4] and used in, e.g., [6, 7],
and references therein.















Ibulk reduces to a boundary term on shell. Indeed the Gauss-Codazzi equations (or a
direct manipulation of the Einstein equations (3.3) and (3.4)), reduce, in the case of a
static, spherically symmetric metric, written in Schwarzschild coordinates as in (3.2), to:























0)  (AF^ 0rA0)0 (5.2)
where one recognizes in the rst term the integrand of Ibulk. As for Maxwell's equations
they are @(AF^
) = 0, so that the second term on the r.h.s. of (5.2) is zero on shell; as
for their rst integral it gives AF^ 0r = 4Q, which simplies the last term (recalling that

























where 4 is the integral over the angles, where   t2   t1 is the time integral, and where
the spatial boundaries of the manifold are taken to be spatial innity and, as usual, the
black hole horizon.
The lower boundary of (5.3) is evaluated on the (supposedly non-degenerate) hori-









~h0+h0+. The temperature T of the black hole, dened as, e.g., 1=2 the horizon
surface gravity, is given by T =
q
~h0+h0+=(4). Its entropy S is dened as one-fourth of
its area, that is: S = r2+. Finally the time interval  is taken to be the inverse of the








= 16(S + QQ) ; (5.4)
where Q is the value of the electric potential on the horizon.























As one can see, and is well-known, that upper boundary term diverges, rst because the
metric is asymptotically AdS, and, second, because of the presence of a long range scalar
eld (as for the electromagnetic eld, it does not contribute). Usually those divergences
are eliminated by means of counterterms added to the GHY surface term, that is boundary
terms which depend on its curvature, see e.g. [6] or [7]. The addition of such terms does
not prove necessary in the present framework, as the divergences are cancelled by the
background bulk action and the Katz boundary terms, as we now show in detail.
To the bulk action on shell, that is the sum of (5.5) and (5.4), we must indeed now










S). The background being AdS in










where the notation makes it clear that, AdS spacetime being regular, the lower bound is
taken to be r = 0. That term cancels the rst (divergent) term in (5.5).






S), it proceeds as follows (after







where here, as above, the inner boundary is taken to be the center of the manifold where
the vectors, by symmetry, are taken to vanish. Using (3.5) and (3.6) one has






























and, using (3.10) and (3.11) as well as the metrics (3.6) and (3.8):
k^rK   (g^r   g^r) = 32r + (4mg   6mi) +O(1=r) : (5.9)
Since the e.o.m. impose  = 1=(2`) and mi = mg   212=(3`2), see (2.6), the boundary
term nally reads














As the detailed calculation presented here makes it clear, both vectors kK and k

S , with the
function f() imposed by our variational principle, play a role in cancelling the second,
divergent, term in (5.5).
Adding (5.5), (5.4), (5.6) and (5.7), the action on shell is nite and reads










The last piece of information we have not used yet is that our variational principle imposes
that 2 =  3C21 +D`1, see (3.17), and that the KBL superpotential denes the mass as
M = mg +D
21
24` , see (4.4), so that the last term in (5.11) is nothing but the mass. Hence:
Ionshell = S   (M  QQ) ; (5.12)
which is the Gibbs relation when, as usual, one interprets  Ionshell= as the black hole
Gibbs potential4 (note the absence of the magnetic charge, as in [7], a result which, as
noted in [7], can be modied by a proper adjunction to the action of boundary terms
involving Maxwell's eld, see footnote 2). Consider as an example the asymptotically AdS
black hole solution (with no electric nor magnetic charges) discovered by one of us in [21]:
it obeys the Gibbs relation simply because the asymptotic fall-o of the scalar eld is such
that 2 =  3C21 +D`1 with D = 0 and 2C =  
p
2   1,  being a parameter entering
the denition of the scalar potential U().
Arriving at (5.12) by means of the Katz vectors is the third, and main, result of
this paper.5
6 Dyonic black-holes and their thermodynamics
In [7] Lu et al. (henceforth LPP) considered the following bulk action:





















4The Gibbs potential is related to the Euclidean action IE by G = IE=, where IE =  iI and I is the
Lorentzian action integrated in imaginary time t 2 [0; i], i.e. I =  iIonshell and thus IE =  Ionshell.
We note that, since we imposed that the variation of the action on shell be zero, the on-shell action itself
does not depend on the integration constants (mg, 1, 2, Q and P ) and hence depends only on 1 and
2, that is .
5Hence the Katz vectors replace, in the present framework, the sum of the GHY surface term, see footnote









, where ij is the metric on the boundary and




pjjn@  22` , see

















which falls in the class studied above since U()   6 cosh  =p3 =  6   2 +    and
A()  exp( p3) = 1 p3+    .
Restricting one's attention, as we did above, to static, spherically symmetric, asymp-
totically AdS solutions of the derived equations of motion, the leading orders in 1=r of
the metric and the scalar and electromagnetic elds are given by (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7).
As previoulsy discussed the solutions obtained by solving iteratively the eld equations
depend on 5 integration constants, 1, 2, mg, Q and P .
Now, Lu et al. found a remarkable sub-family of black-hole solutions with that asymp-
totic behaviour, characterized by 3 parameters only, which can be taken to be 1, 2 and
mg, Q and P becoming specic functions of 1, 2 and mg, see eq. (2.1) of [7] for their
explicit expression.6
The horizon r+ of the black hole is the common zero of gtt and g
rr, that is is such that
h[r+] = 0 ; ~h[r+] = 0 : (6.2)
Hence r+ = r+(1; 2;mg); see LPP eq. (2.10) for its (implicit) expression.
The electric and magnetic potentials are also easily dened and are also functions of
1, 2 and mg, see LPP eq. (2.12) for their values (Q and P ) on the horizon.
The temperature T and entropy S of the black-hole are dened as is usual in Einstein's
theory and are, as well, known functions of 1, 2 and mg, see LPP eq. (2.11).
Finally, Lu et al. calculate the mass of the black hole using the Astekhar-Magnon-Das
method which yields
MLPP = mg : (6.3)
(The Hamiltonian-Wald approach, see [18{20, 22], yields the same result.)
With all that information in hand it is an exercise to study the thermodynamics of the
black hole. The rst law is satised if
LLPP  TdS   (dMLPP   PdP   QdQ) (6.4)
vanishes. Expanding dS etc in dS = (@S=@1)d
1 + (@S=@2)d
2 + (@S=@)d etc, the
explicit calculation shows that LLPP does not vanish. As shown in [7], see also [5] and [19],




(22 d1   1 d2) : (6.5)
Various solutions for that puzzle have been proposed.
Lu et al. in [7] rewrite the right-hand-side of (6.5) as XdY with X and Y being some
functions of 1 and 2 given in LPP eq. (2.14). Despite the fact that X and Y are not
uniquely dened, LPP interpret Y as some \scalar charge" and X as the corresponding
scalar potential evaluated on the horizon. That solution to the problem has been criticized
in, e.g., [23]. It is indeed unclear how a scalar charge can be dened as there is no global
symmetry associated to scalar elds.
6Note that in [7] , and not r, is the Schwarzschild coordinate. Note too that, instead of 1, 2 and mg,


















Cardenas et al. impose in [22] that the asymptotic scalar eld (which behaves as
 = 1=r + 2=r
2 +    ) preserve the asymptotic AdS symmetries. That imposes, see [3],
that 2 =  3C21 with C an arbitrary number, see also [19]. The same result is obtained
along a dierent route in [20].
We propose here still another solution to the puzzle: (1) impose that the LPP back hole
solutions obey the variational principle advocated in this paper, hence proper boundary
terms have to be added to the bulk action (6.1); (2) dene the mass \a la" Katz rather
than \a la" AMD.
Let us analyze these 2 points:
(1) After adding to the action (6.1) the boundary terms built from the vectors kK and
kS | see (1.3) and (1.4) with f() given in (3.15) |, and subtracting a regularizing
AdS background, the LPP black-hole solutions extremize the action if 1 and 2 are
not independent but related as, see (3.17):
2 =  3C21 +D`1 : (6.6)
(2) The mass of the LPP black hole solutions satisfying that constraint, as obtained by
means of the KBL superpotential, is given by (4.4):
M = mg +D
21
24`




Therefore, we have on one hand: dMLPP = dM   D1 d1=12`, and, on the other
hand: (22 d1   1 d2)=(12`2) = D1 d1=12`, so that (6.4) and (6.5) yield
dM = TdS + PdP + QdQ (6.8)
and the rst law is then satised, whatever the value of the two numbers C and D.
That result generalizes to D 6= 0 those of [7] where the mass is dened using the
Ashtekar-Magon-Das formula, as well as those of [22] which are based on the Hamilto-
nian approach of [3], and shows, as emphasized in [20], that enforcing that the action be
extremum on shell may constrain the integration constants which appear in the general
solution of the eld equations.
7 Concluding remarks
Solving Einstein's equations to nd new black hole solutions has been for decades a huge
challenge. Hence, the discovery that only sub-classes of some honest-to-god solutions
obeyed the rmly established laws of black hole thermodynamics came as a bad surprise.
What was made hopefully translucid in the present paper is that the whole family of solu-
tions is in fact thermodynamically acceptable, under the condition however that a distinc-
tion be made between thermodynamical variables and parameters. Indeed the constraint
2 =  3C21 + D`1, see (3.17), does not numerically constrain 2 since C and/or D are

















these boundary conditions on the scalar eld be generalized to other families of solutions
by modifying the Katz vector accordingly. For instance, an arbitrary function of the scalar
eld times the Katz vector can be considered.
Another conclusion of this paper is that the Einstein-Katz action oers a straightfor-
ward way to compute the (automatically nite) black hole action on shell. Moreover, when
implementing the constraint on the parameters imposed by the variational principle (that
is, 2 =  3C21 +D`1) and using the denitions of the Noether charges as deduced from
the KBL superpotential (that is, M = mg +D
2
1=4`), that action on shell, Ijonshell, can be
related to a Gibbs potential which (automatically) obeys the Gibbs relation (in the case
studied here: Ijonshell = S   (M   QQ)). That approach has to be contrasted to the
usual one where the action is taken to be the Einstein-Hilbert action complemented by
the Gibbons-Hawking-York boundary term. Since that action diverges on shell, various
counterterms, involving the curvature of the boundary, have to be added, leading to well-
controlled and well-understood, albeit fairly heavy calculations, see [24] or [25] and [26] in
the case of pure gravity, or [5, 7] and [6] where extra counterterms are added when scalar
elds are present.
A question that we leave to future work is how does the Katz boundary action (together
with the background bulk action) compare, in general, to the Gibbons-Hawking-York sur-
face term as regularized by the counterterms (which involve curvature tensors). Insight
may be gained from [17] where the KBL vector and superpotential, which, like the GHY
term, involve only rst derivatives of the metrics, were related to the Ashtekar-Magnon-Das
mass formula which, like the counterterms, involves the curvature tensor, that is second
derivatives of the metric.
Another question, also left to further studies, is how to generalize the analysis presented
here to more general scalar potentials, to higher dimensions, to Gauss-Bonnet or higher
derivative theories of gravity.
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